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Abstract. We propose DeepMiner, a framework to discover interpretable rep-
resentations in deep neural networks and to build explanations for medical pre-
dictions. By probing convolutional neural networks (CNNs) trained to classify
cancer in mammograms, we show that many individual units in the final con-
volutional layer of a CNN respond strongly to diseased tissue concepts specified
by the BI-RADS lexicon. After expert annotation of the interpretable units, our
proposed method is able to generate explanations for CNN mammogram classi-
fication that are correlated with ground truth radiology reports on the DDSM
dataset. We show that DeepMiner not only enables better understanding of the
nuances of CNN classification decisions, but also possibly discovers new visual
knowledge relevant to medical diagnosis.
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1 Introduction
Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have made great progress in visual recogni-
tion challenges such as object classification [1] and scene recognition [2], even reach-
ing human-level image understanding in some cases [3]. Recently, CNNs have been
widely used in medical image understanding and diagnosis [4,5,6]. However, with mil-
lions of model parameters, CNNs are often treated as ‘black-box’ classifiers, depriving
researchers of the opportunity to investigate what is learned inside the network and
explain the predictions being made. Especially in the domain of automated medical
diagnosis, it is crucial to have interpretable and explainable machine learning models.
Several visualization methods have previously been proposed for investigating the in-
ternal representations of CNNs. For example, internal units of a CNN can be represented
by reverse-mapping features to the input image regions that activate them most [7] or
by using backpropagation to identify the most salient regions of an image [8,9]. Our
work is inspired by recent work that visualizes and annotates interpretable units of a
CNN using Network Dissection [10].
Meanwhile, recent work in automated diagnosis methods has shown promising progress
towards interpreting models and explaining model predictions. Wu et al. [11] show that
CNN internal units learn to detect medical concepts which match the vocabulary used
by practicing radiologists. Rajpurkar et al. [4] and Wang et al. [6] use the class activation
map defined in [12] to explain informative regions relevant to final predictions. Zhang
et al. propose a hybrid CNN and LSTM (long short-term memory) network capable of
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diagnosing bladder pathology images and generating radiological reports if trained on
sufficiently large image and diagnostic report datasets [13]. However, their method re-
quires training on full medical reports. In contrast, our approach can be used to discover
informative visual phenomena spontaneously with only coarse training labels. Jing et
al. [14] successful created a visual and semantic network that directly generates long-
form radiological reports for chest X-rays after training on a dataset of X-ray images
and associated ground truth reports. However, even with these successes, many chal-
lenges remain. Wu et al. only show that interpretable internal units are correlated with
medical events without exploring ways to explain the final prediction. The heatmaps
generated in [4,6] qualitatively tell where is important in an image but fails to identify
specific concepts. Jing et al. train their models on large-scale medical report datasets;
however, large text corpora associated with medical images are not easily available in
other scenarios. Additionally, Zhang et al. acknowledge that their current classification
model produces false alarms that it cannot yet self-correct from.
In this paper, we propose a general framework called DeepMiner for discovering
medical phenomena in coarsely labeled data and generating explanations for final pre-
dictions, with the help of a few human expert annotations. We apply our framework to
mammogram classification, an already well-characterized domain, in order to provide
confidence in the capabilities of deep neural networks for discovery, classification, and
explanation.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first automated diagnosis CNN that can
both discover discriminative visual phenomena for breast cancer classification and gen-
erate interpretable, radiologist-collaborative explanations for its decision-making. Our
main contribution is two-fold: (1) we propose a human-in-the-loop framework to enable
medical practitioners to explore the behavior of CNN models and annotate the visual
phenomena discovered by the models, and (2) we leverage the internal representations
of CNN models to explain their decision making, without the use of external large-scale
report corporaora.
2 The DeepMiner Framework
The DeepMiner framework consists of three phases, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In the first
phase, we train standard neural networks for classification on patches cropped from full
mammograms. Then, in the second phase, we invite human experts to annotate the top
class-specific internal units of the trained networks. Finally, in the third phase, we use
the trained network to generate explainable predictions by ranking the contributions of
individual units to each prediction.
In this work, we select mammogram classification as the testing task for our Deep-
Miner framework. The classification task for the network is to correctly classify mam-
mogram patches as normal (containing no findings of interest), benign (containing only
non-cancerous findings), or malignant (containing cancerous findings). Our framework
can be further generalized to other medical image classification tasks. Note that we
refer to convolutional filters in our CNNs as ‘units’, as opposed to ‘neurons’, to avoid
conflation with the biological entities.
2.1 Dataset and Training
We choose ResNet-152 pretrained on ImageNet [15] as our reference network due to
its outstanding performance on object classification. We fine-tune the pretrained model
to classify mammogram patches containing normal, benign, or malignant findings from
the Digital Database for Screening Mammography (DDSM) [16]. DDSM is a dataset
compiled to facilitate research in computer-aided breast cancer screening. It consists
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the DeepMiner framework for mammogram classification and ex-
planation.
of 2,500 studies, each including two images of each breast, a BI-RADS rating of 0-5
for cancer risk, a radiologist’s subjective subtlety rating for each finding, and a BI-
RADS keyword description of abnormalities. Labels include image-wide designations
(e.g., malignant, benign, and normal) and pixel-wise segmentations of lesions [16].
For the following experiments, we partition the DDSM dataset scans into 80% train,
10% test, and 10% additional hold-out scans. CNN performance metrics are reported
on the test partition. DeepMiner explanations are evaluated on the additional hold-out
partition. All images belonging to a unique patient are in the same partition, to prevent
training and testing on different views of the same breast.
To increase the number of training examples for fine-tuning, we break up mammo-
grams into smaller image patches in a sliding window fashion. The dimensions of each
image patch are 25% of the width of the original mammogram, and overlapping patches
are extracted using a stride of 50% of the patch width. Any patch containing less than
50% breast tissue was excluded from our training patches. We create three class labels
(normal, benign, malignant) for each image patch based on (1) whether at least 30% of
the patch contains benign or malignant tissue, and (2) whether at least 30% of a benign
or malignant finding is located in that patch.
We fine-tune our reference network using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with
learning rate 0.0001, momentum 0.9, weight decay 0.0001, and batch size 32. Perfor-
mance metrics for tissue classification are shown in Sec. 3.1.
2.2 Human Annotation of Visual Primitives Used by CNNs
We use our test split of DDSM to create visualizations for units in the final convolutional
layer of our fine-tuned ResNet-152. We choose the final layer since it is most likely to
contain high-level semantic concepts due to the hierarchical structure of CNNs.
It would be infeasible to annotate all 2048 units in the last convolutional layer. In-
stead, we select a subset of the units deemed most frequently ‘influential’ to classification
decisions. Given a classification decision for an image, we define the influence of a unit
towards that decision as the unit’s maximum activation score on that image multiplied
by the weight of that unit for a given output class in the final fully connected layer.
For each of the three classes, we selected the twenty most frequently influential units
(60 total) and asked human experts to annotate them. For the normal tissue class, if the
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twenty units we selected were annotated, those annotations would account for 59.27% of
the per-image top eight units over all of the test set images. The corresponding amount
for the benign class is 69.77%, and for the malignant class is 75.82%.
We create visualizations for each individual unit by passing every image patch from
all mammograms in our test set through our classification network. For each unit in the
final convolutional layer, we record the unit’s maximum activation value as well as the
receptive field from the image patch that caused the measured activation. To visualize
each unit (see Figs. 2 and 3), we display the top activating image patches sorted by their
activation score and further segmented by the binarized and upsampled response map
of that unit.
A radiologist and a medical physicist specializing in mammography annotated the
60 most frequently influential units we selected. We compare the named phenomena
detected by these units to the BI-RADS lexicon [17]. The experts used the annotation
interface shown in Fig. 2. Our survey displays a table of dozens of the top scoring
image patches for the unit being visualized. When the expert mouses over a given image
patch, the mammogram that the patch came from is displayed on the right with the
patch outlined in red. This gives the expert some additional context. From this unit
preview, experts are able to formulate an initial hypothesis of what phenomena a unit
detects.
Fig. 2: The interface of the DeepMiner survey: Experts used this survey form to label
influential units. The survey asks questions such as: “Do these images show recognizable
phenomena?” and “Please describe each of the phenomena you see. For each phenomenon
please indicate its association with breast cancer.” In the screenshot above, the radiolo-
gist who was our expert-in-the-loop has labeled the unit’s phenomena as ‘edge of mass
with circumscribed margins’.
Of the 60 units selected, 45 were labeled by at least one expert as detecting a name-
able medical phenomena. Fig. 3 shows five of the annotated units. In this figure, each row
illustrates a different unit. The table lists the unit ID number, the BI-RADS category
for the concept the unit is detecting, the expert-provided unit annotation, and a visual
representation of the unit. We visualize each unit by displaying the top four activating
image patches from the test set. The unit ID number is listed to uniquely identify each
labeled unit in the network used in this paper, which will be made publicly available
upon publication.
Fig. 3 demonstrates that the DeepMiner framework discovers significant medical
phenomena, relevant to mammogram-based diagnosis. Because breast cancer is a well-
characterized disease, we are able to show the extent to which discovered unit detectors
overlap with phenomena deemed to be important by the radiological community. For
diseases less well understood than breast cancer, DeepMiner could be a useful method
for revealing unknown discriminative visual features helpful in diagnosis and treatment
planning.
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Unit ID BI-RADS Lexicon Expert Annotation Top Activated Images
1814 Mass, Associated
Features
Edge of a mass with 
circumscribed margins
1152 Calcification Malignant pleomorphic 
calcifications
860 Calcification Benign vascular 
calcifications
1299 Associated Features Spiculation
1468 Mass Masses with smooth 
edges
Fig. 3: Interpretable units discovered by DeepMiner: The table above illustrates five an-
notated units from the last convolutional layer of our reference network. Even though the
CNN presented in this paper was only trained to classify normal, benign, and malignant
tissue, these internal units detect a variety of recognizable visual events. Both benign
and malignant calcifications are identified, as well as features related to the margins of
masses. These details are significant factors in planning interventions for breast cancer.
Please refer to the supplement for a full table of annotated units.
2.3 Explaining Network Decisions
We further use the annotated units to build an explanation for single image prediction.
We first convert our trained network into a fully convolutional network (FCN) using
the method described in [18] and remove the global average pooling layer. The resulting
network is able to take in full mammogram images and output probability maps aligned
with the input images.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, given an input mammogram, we output a classification as
well as the Class Activation Map (CAM) proposed in [12]. We additionally extract the
activation maps for the units most influential towards the classification decision. By
looking up the corresponding expert annotations for those units, we are able to see
which nameable visual phenomena contributed to the network’s final classification. For
examples of the DeepMiner explanations, please refer to Sec. 3.2.
3 Results
3.1 Classifying the Mammogram
We benchmark our reference network on the test set patches using the area under the
ROC curve (AUC) score. Our network achieves AUCs of 0.838 for the normal class
(pAUC @ TPR of 0.8 was 0.133), 0.802 for the benign class (pAUC of 0.121), and 0.872
for the malignant class (pAUC of 0.144). This performance is comparable to the state-of-
the-art AUC score of 0.88 [19] for single network malignancy on DDSM. For comparison,
positive detection rates of human radiologists range from 0.745 to 0.923 [20]. Note that
achieving state-of-the-art performance for mammogram classification is not the focus of
this work.
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3.2 Explanation for Predictions
Using the DeepMiner framework, we create explanations for the classifications of our
reference network on the hold-out set. Figs. 4 and 5 show sample DeepMiner explana-
tions for malignant and benign classifications, respectively. In these figures, the left-most
image is the original mammogram with the benign or malignant lesion outlined in ma-
roon. The ground truth radiologist’s report from the DDSM dataset is printed beneath
each mammogram. The heatmap directly on the right of the original mammogram is
the class activation map for the detected class.
In Figs. 4 and 5, the four or five images on the right-hand side show the activation
maps of the units most influential to the prediction. In all explanations, the DeepMiner
explanation units are among the top eight most influential units overall, but we only
print up to five units that have been annotated as part of the explanation.
(a) The mammogram above is labeled BI-RADS assessment 4 (high risk), DDSM subtlety
2 (not obvious). Our network correctly classifies the mammogram as containing malignancy.
Then, DeepMiner shows the most influential units for that classification, which correctly identify
the finding as a mass with spiculations.
(b) This mammogram is falsely classified by our network as containing a malignant mass, when
it in fact contains a benign mass. However, the DeepMiner explanation lists the most influential
unit as detecting calcified vessels, a benign finding, in the same location as the malignant class
activation map. The most influential units shown here help explain how the network both
identifies a benign event and misclassifies it as a malignant event.
Fig. 4: Sample DeepMiner explanations of mammograms classified as malignant. Best
viewed in color.
In these examples, the DeepMiner explanation gives context and depth to the final
classification. For the true positive classifications in Figs. 4a and 5a, the explanation
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(a) The above image sequence explains a true positive classification of a benign mammogram.
The benign mass is quite small, but several unit detectors identify the location of the true
finding as ‘mass with smooth edges’ (likely benign) and ‘large isolated calcification’.
(b) The above image sequence shows a false positive for benign classification. The mammogram
actually contains a malignant calcification. However, the 5th most influential unit detected a
‘mass with calcification clusters inside [...] very suspicious’ just below the location of the ground
truth finding.
Fig. 5: Sample DeepMiner explanations of mammograms classified as benign. Best viewed
in color.
further describes the finding in a manner consistent with a detailed BI-RADS report.
For the false positive cases in Figs. 4b and 5b, the explanation helps to identify why the
network is confused or what conflicting evidence there was for the final classification.
To understand how strongly the DeepMiner explanations overlap with the ground
truth DDSM annotations, we use the Greedy Matching Score defined by Sharma et
al. [21]. Greedy matching calculates a similarity score between a candidate and refer-
ence sentence by calculating an average of the cosine similarity between the words in
each sentence (as characterized by their embedding in the Word2Vec word embedding
space [22]). Averaged over all images in the hold-out set, the Greedy Matching Score
for the similarity between the ground truth report and the single most influential unit
for each image was 0.627. When the top eight units for each image were considered,
the average score was 0.533. Ultimately, the goal of the DeepMiner framework is to
discover fine-grained phenomena that may not be part of canonical medical reporting.
However, these overlap scores suggest that for well-understood conditions such as breast
cancer, our framework is able to discover similar phenomena to those already identified
by radiologists.
4 Conclusion
We proposed the DeepMiner framework, which uncovers interpretable representations in
deep neural networks and builds explanation for deep network predictions. We trained a
network for mammogram classification and showed with human expert annotation that
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interpretable units emerge to detect different types of medical phenomena even though
the network is trained using only coarse labels. We further use the expert annotations
to automatically build explanations for final network predictions. We believe our pro-
posed framework is applicable to many other domains, potentially enabling discovery of
previously unknown discriminative visual features relevant to medical diagnosis.
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